PRODUCTION OPERATOR – BLANCHARD (swing shift)

Lattice Materials, a national leader in silicon crystal growth and product manufacturing is hiring a Production Operator specializing in Blanchard.

In a fast-paced, problem solving, team environment, this is a full-time position for an experienced machinist to work the swing shift in our manufacturing facility in Bozeman, MT. Responsibilities include the ability to operate high precision grinding equipment such as a blanchard and band saw applying machining knowledge, techniques, procedures, and shop mathematics to complete the task. This position requires the ability to comprehend related technical data, work from job travelers, and understand custom specifications. The successful candidate will have responsibility for setting up the blanchard operation, cutting and grinding of silicon, and demonstrate the understanding of processes to meet specifications and maintain high standards.

Successful candidates will have the following skills:
- Mechanical aptitude
- Machine shop experience
- Basic math skills with an understanding of dimensions and tolerances
- Strong attention to detail
- Ability to lift over 50 lbs. on a regular basis
- Experience in lean manufacturing a plus

Lattice Materials LLC offers a very competitive compensation package including medical insurance & other flexible benefits, performance incentive plan, 401(k), PTO and paid holidays.

Lattice Materials is an equal opportunity employer.

Send Cover Letter and Resume to: careers@latticematerials.com